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THE S&P 500 HAD A HEALTHY PULLBACK, 
BUT THE LONG-TERM BULL MARKET IS STILL INTACT. 

 
In our previous Market Comment we 
concluded that “it is inevitable and 
normal that the S&P 500 will pullback 
and enter a more prolonged corrective 
period at some point.” But not just yet.   
 
The S&P 500’s hesitancy as it approached 
2,500 coincided with the Index reaching the 
upper boundary of the trend channel that has 
been in force since April.  Adding to this 
overhead resistance was a rapid weakening of 
the underlying shorter-term technical 
condition of the New York market since late 
July.  Internal momentum flattened and the 
daily NYSE advance/decline line turned 
sluggish.  The number of NYSE stocks making 
new 52-week highs continued to fall and new 
52-week lows soared.  The Dow Industrials’ 
impressive strength put it in an overbought 
condition, further undermined by Dow 
Transports’ weakness.  The NASDAQ, New 
York Composite Index and the Russell 2000 
started to break down.   And the percentage 
of bullish advisers in the Investors 
Intelligence survey popped up by an 
unusually large 10% in two weeks, indicating 
growing confidence. 
 
With New York more vulnerable to weakness, 
a dose of rising international tensions was 
enough to tip the markets.  The “wall of 
worry” has had a few more bricks added to it 
but it needs to be kept in context. In strong 
bull markets bad news and anxiety are 
generally absorbed, and short-term negative 
consequences for the markets are overtaken 
by the underlying up trend with the advance 
eventually resuming. This is exactly what 
happened. The long-term strength of this bull 
market, as we reviewed in the last Market 
Comment, remains intact and higher prices 
will be seen in major market indices before it 
ends. 
 
On three previous occasions since April, the 
S&P 500 pulled back to just below its rising 
50-day Moving Average, and then moved 
rapidly to a new high.  So there is precedence 

for this pullback to be short. In fact the VIX 
shot up toward 17 in those previous 
occasions just as it happened this time. But 
given the weakness of other indicators – and 
the late summer/autumnal pattern of 
behaviour in post-presidential election years 
– our view is that this pullback could 
eventually be more prolonged in terms of 
both time and price.  The percentage of NYSE 
stocks trading above their respective 50-day 
Moving Averages is around 41% and this 
indicator needs to be lower to confirm that a 
truly oversold condition has been reached.  
The S&P 500’s previous breakout level at 
2,400 is now a key price support and below 
that the combined forces of the rising 200-
day Moving Average and the eighteen month 
trend channel (2,350/2,360) could come into 
play if the markets weaken further.  
 
Toronto remains within a multi-week trading 
range bounded by 14,900 and 15,300.  Last 
week the S&P/TSX Composite Index moved 
down towards the lower end of this trading 
range, raising the possibility of a re-test of 
the 14,900 level.  The amount of time the 
S&P/TSX Composite Index is spending below 
its 200-day Moving Average is increasing and 
this is a potential negative.  On the positive 
side the percentage of Index stocks that are 
trading above their respective 50-day Moving 
Averages has strengthened from 28% in early 
July to a current 40% and internal 
momentum is beginning to improve.  Toronto 
finally may be about to declare whether it is 
going to end its multi-month correction or go 
lower to the mid-14,000s.   
 
In sum, it is likely that the end of the 
summer rally is near.  New York is 
slowing down and pulling back and a 
healthy multi-week corrective period 
is now possible.  However the 
longer-term picture remains bullish 
and the recommended strategy is to 
purchase strong stocks on weakness.   
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Two rising trend channels continue to influence the 
S&P 500.  We said two weeks ago that the smaller 
trend channel was offering some upside resistance 
in the high 2,400s and this has proved to be a 
difficult short-term obstacle.  We also commented 
that the larger trend channel offered upside 
opportunity to 2,550 but contained risk down to 
2,350.  
  
The S&P 500 moved quickly towards an oversold 
status so there could be an upside bounce in the 
short-term.  But if last week’s pullback has further 

downside follow-through then a re-test of the 
2,400 area is likely.  Ideally this level should hold 
as it would then confirm the importance of the    
upside breakout of that level that occurred earlier 
this year.  
 
After a strong multi-month advance a 
period of rest and regeneration in the 
low 2,400s would be healthy for this bull 
market.  More upside surprises and new 
all-time highs should then follow.  
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In our previous Market Comment we highlighted 
the prospects for a re-test of the S&P/TSX 
Composite Index’s low at 14,916.   With Toronto 
unable to break conclusively above its 50-day and 
200-day Moving Averages, last week’s negative 
action suggests that the bears are determined to 
test the bull’s resolve to defend that low.   
 
The S&P/TSX Composite Index overbought/ 
oversold status is neutral but internal momentum 
is showing some improvement.  While the narrow 
trading range between 14,900 and 15,300 might 
look uneventful, Toronto is in fact poised on a 
crucial knife-edge.  There is considerable downside 
risk if the 14,900 level is broken.  But if this level 

is defended, then the trading range can become 
the base from which a move to 15,600 is possible, 
with further prospects for a new up leg. 
 
The bulls and bears are about to battle 
over the 14,900 level on the S&P/TSX 
Composite Index.  With some signs of 
renewed internal strength, the odds are 
improving that the bulls will be 
victorious.  A rally that exceeds the 50-
day Moving Average and turns that 
Average upwards will be the first sign 
that the bulls are finally turning the tide.     
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